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international financial exchange. The new Beijing
Daxing Airport Economy Zone and the Western
Sydney Aerotropolis under development come
immediately to my mind. Environmental and social
sustainability is also receiving far greater attention
than in the past.

What are some current airport city initiatives
that you find intriguing?
The most intriguing airport city and aerotropolis
initiatives in my view are Neom, Saudi Arabia,
and Lake Nona adjacent to Orlando International
Airport. Neom is an extremely visionary, highly
ambitious US$500 billion project funded by the
Saudi government to design and construct the
most futuristic, sustainable aviation-oriented
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urban development in the world based on speedy
connectivity — locally, nationally, and globally.
Lake Nona, a 17-square-mile master-planned
community being developed by the Tavistock
Group, has attracted leading aerospace, medical,
higher educational and sports complexes such as
the national campus of the U.S. Tennis Association.
In January 2020, KPMG opened its 55-acre
professional learning and innovation complex, and
in mid-2021 the Walt Disney Company announced
it was moving its 2,000-professional employee
Imagineering headquarters from California to
Lake Nona on a 60-acre campus. All firms and
institutions stated that Lake Nona’s proximity to
Orlando International Airport was a critical site
selection factor.

